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The development of next-generation sequencing as a cost-effective technology has facilitated the analysis of
bacterial population structure at a whole-genome level and at scale. From these data, phylogenic trees have
been constructed that define population structures at a local, national, and global level, providing a frame-
work for genetic analysis. Although still at an early stage, these approaches have yielded progress in several
areas, including pathogen transmission mapping, the genetics of niche colonization and host adaptation, as
well as gene-to-phenotype association studies. Antibiotic resistance has proven to be a major challenge in
the early 21st century, and phylogenetic analyses have uncovered the dramatic effect that the use of antibi-
otics has had on shaping bacterial population structures. An update on insights into bacterial evolution from
comparative genomics is provided in this review.
Introduction
As bacteria grow and replicate DNA, sequence errors and dam-

age inevitably introduce changes into their genomes. Bacteria

are also often promiscuous and can regularly exchange DNA us-

ing legitimate or illegitimate recombination mediated by mecha-

nisms including transduction, transformation, or conjugation,

bringing further changes. The accumulation of genomic alter-

ations generates a phylogenetic signature over time within a

bacterial population that can be used to interrogate recent evo-

lution and decipher older evolutionary signatures representative

of ancestral bacteria (Achtman, 2008; Pearson et al., 2009). The

stability of the phylogenetic signature over time is influenced by

selective pressures, and some DNA changes will be maintained

in the population while others will disappear. Environmental and

geographical isolation facilitates the independent evolution of

distinct lineages that appear as branches on the phylogeny,

facilitating comparative analysis within and between popula-

tions. Thus, phylogeny presents an opportunity to identify favor-

able characteristics within populations and to design hypothe-

sis-driven experiments to determine mechanism and function.

In the 1990s, Sanger sequencing was used to build high-qual-

ity, complete reference genomes for many important bacterial

pathogens, with Haemophilus influenzae being the first (Fleisch-

mann et al., 1995). These complete reference genomes were

invaluable resources for further experimental work as they

were often carefully annotated on a gene-by-gene basis using

trained annotators. This work gave an indication of average

genome size and organization and provided useful blueprints

for functional analysis. The ability to build reference genomes

has been accelerated by next-generation sequencing (NGS) ap-

proaches, such as the long-read Pacific Biosciences (PacBio)

technology, and more automated annotation tools (Jeong

et al., 2016). Lower-cost, high-throughput NGS methods have

made it possible to sequence large numbers of isolates. These

platforms, including Illumina, Roche 454, and Ion Torrent, pro-

duce short reads with high coverage of the genome. Down-
stream analyses use the raw, unassembled reads or draft

genome assemblies. As costs decrease, sequencing entire col-

lections of historical, global, and clinical isolates is now feasible

and becoming routine. Comparative genome analysis based on

larger numbers of isolates led to the recognition that bacterial

genomes are organized into so-called ‘‘core’’ regions signifi-

cantly conserved at a gene level within members of a species

or lineage and an ‘‘accessory’’ genome that is more variable,

highlighting regions of more frequent genetic exchange (Medini

et al., 2005; Vernikos et al., 2015).

Before whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data were readily

available, our knowledge of bacterial phylogeny was low resolu-

tion, resulting in a fragmented and incomplete view of the

relationships between pathogens. Early studies on microbial

populations relied on the analysis of DNA fragments that were

poorly representative of the whole phylogenetic signature.

Nevertheless, DNA sequence-based approaches such as multi-

locus sequence typing (MLST) proved to be valuable tools for

building preliminary phylogeny and for determining the genetic

organization of complex microbial species (Maiden et al., 1998).

However, many circulating bacterial pathogens are mono-

phyletic in the sense that they are clonal and relatively highly

conserved in terms of sequence diversity. This is because they

emerged recently or were genetically isolated. Such pathogens

are thus relatively intractable toMLSTasan approach for building

useful phylogenies. To overcome this barrier, an approach was

required to identify rare mutations including single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions or deletions (Indels) at a

whole-genome level (Achtman, 2008; Pearson et al., 2009).

Currently there are several different approaches to building

phylogenies using WGS data. The first step is determining

variation between the genomes, which can be achieved using

whole-genome MLST (wgMLST) and SNP- or k-mer-based ap-

proaches. Each of these approaches has pros and cons in terms

of resolution, data requirements (curated database and/or align-

ment to reference genome), and ability to deal with known
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confounders of phylogenetic analysis. Such confounders in-

clude repetitive regions, mobile elements, and recombination re-

gions, which can introduce multiple linked mutations in a single

event. wgMLST involves a gene-by-gene analysis, using a

curated database to assign an allele designation to each gene

(Maiden et al., 2013), and is much higher resolution than tradi-

tional MLST. However, SNP-based variant calling is currently

the most widely used technique. Here, the reads are aligned to

a closely related reference genome, and then the SNPs are de-

tected. Tools have been developed for recognizing and stripping

out putative recombination sites (Croucher et al., 2013b, 2015;

Marttinen et al., 2012). SNP-based methods have the power to

distinguish between closely related genomes that differ by only

a few SNPs; this ability is important in facilitating local transmis-

sion studies or for detecting in-host evolution. In cases where a

reference genome is unavailable or the dataset is very diverse, it

is possible to perform SNP analysis on a core genome alignment

(Page et al., 2015). Another reference-free method is the k-mer-

based approach, which does not require an alignment. In this

method, short nucleotide ‘‘words’’ of sub-read length are ex-

tracted and compared to compute a distance matrix based on

the quantity of shared k-mers (Chan and Ragan, 2013; Sims

et al., 2009). Once the genetic variation between genomes has

been determined, the next step is to construct a phylogenetic

tree illustrating their evolutionary relationships. This can be

done using several different tree-building methods, including

maximum likelihood, Bayesian inference, or neighbor-joining.

Advances in web-based, automated phylogeny building from

sequence to tree are also being made (http://wgsa.net and Lee-

kitcharoenphon et al., 2012).

Improved phylogenetic analysis based on WGS has enabled

studies on the geographical distribution of bacterial lineages

and has facilitated the identification of emerging strains with

distinct genotypes. We can now follow the evolution and trans-

mission of bacteria globally (through human travel and migra-

tion), locally (within a hospital or community), and even within a

single host (Croucher and Didelot, 2015; Didelot et al., 2016).

In the modern era, antibiotics have had a big impact on bacterial

populations, driving the emergence of dominant strains, and this

evolution will have important implications for how we will

manage future epidemics and design vaccines. In this review,

we will highlight some of the different types of analyses that

have been made feasible by NGS and whole-genome-based

analysis and provide relevant examples covering different bacte-

rial species (Figure 1).

Bacterial Diversity Reflected in Phylogenies
WGS has improved our ability to accurately assign phylogenetic

relationships between the different clades within a species. We

will use S. enterica as a case study in these advances because

it is a genetically and phenotypically broad species that can

show adaptation to multiple environments and hosts. This spe-

cies has been of interest to evolutionary biologists for many

years, as it displays considerable genetic and phenotypic diver-

sity in terms of host range and pathogenicity (Valdez et al., 2009).

Historically, isolates of the species were assigned to thousands

of serovars using serological typing that exploited antigenically

diverse surface markers such as flagella and lipopolysaccharide

side chains (Grimont andWeill, 2007). This typing both facilitated
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the diagnosis of disease and provided some limited insight into

the epidemiology of outbreaks. Analysis within subspecies

enterica using MLST has been proposed as a DNA sequence-

based alternative to serotyping (Achtman et al., 2012). However,

some sequence types harbor more than one serovar, and sero-

vars can be polyphyletic, distributed across dispersed sequence

types. This discrepancy between serovar and phylogeny was

previously underappreciated and compromised approaches to

interrogate the epidemiology and pathogenicity of S. enterica.

Thus, MLST analysis provided an early evolutionary frame-

work, lacking in serotyping, as well as a basis for more detailed

sequence-based phylogenetic analysis within particular lineages

or serovars.

Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi (S. Typhi) is a medically

important serotype of S. enterica that is a cause of human

typhoid or enteric fever. Early phenotypic and genetic analysis

of S. Typhi indicated the serovar was monophyletic; this was

later proven by MLST analysis and a sub-genomic SNP-based

study on multiple S. Typhi collected from different geographical

locations (Roumagnac et al., 2006). This study reported the first

SNP-based phylogenetic tree of S. Typhi, defining a series

of haplotypes harboring distinct SNP profiles. Although it had

limited genomic resolution, the study identified a potentially

expanding haplotype, H58, associated with multiple drug resis-

tance (MDR) and provided evidence for a single common

ancestor for all S. Typhi, indicating the disease crossed into hu-

mans once, perhaps at a time when we started to live in stable

communities. Other phenotypically distinct S. Typhi, such as

those that express the rare flagella variant z66 and are predom-

inantly associated with the Indonesian archipelago, nicely clus-

tered into haplotype H52, further validating the approach (Baker

et al., 2007; Hatta et al., 2011). The Roumagnac et al., 2006 work

prompted one of the very first studies on multiple pathogen

isolates using a combination of Solexa/Illumina and 454 NGS

technologies (Holt et al., 2008) that largely confirmed the early

phylogeny but provided many more SNPs through which to

type other S. Typhi isolates. Comparative analysis of the �20

sequenced genomes in this study provided limited evidence

for purifying selection or recombination within the sequenced

isolates, suggesting that an insular, small population was

causing typhoid across the world. A number of homoplasies,

mutations present on different terminal branches but not in the

common ancestor, were identified, indicating that such muta-

tions may offer a selective advantage, for example in antibiotic

resistance. The analysis also supported a role for asymptomatic

carriers as the reservoir of this pathogen, potentially by harboring

largely non-replicating forms over time and geographical space.

The lack of widespread antigenic variation in S. Typhi was not

anticipated and was indicative that the pathogen invades its

host using immune-evasion strategies, since further defined

(Valdez et al., 2009).

S. Typhi is not the only serovar of S. enterica associated with

enteric fever. S. Paratyphi A causes a clinically similar disease

and also exhibits strict restriction to the human host (McClelland

et al., 2004). Recent phylogenetic analysis of S. Paratyphi A

confirmed that these two host-restricted S. enterica serovars

evolved independently from within the species S. enterica and

that S. Paratyphi A, like S. Typhi, also emerged when a distinct

common ancestor crossed into the human population, likely



Figure 1. Flow of Genetic Information from Whole-Genome Sequencing Data
Complete reference genome for a representative isolate of a clade or species of bacteria provides the blueprint for general genome organization and a DNA
sequence for comparison. Whole-genome sequencing data from multiple bacterial isolates allows comparative genomic analyses. The isolates can be from a
restricted geographical region (hospital, country, etc.) or from a global dataset. Numerous analyses are possible, including phylogeny construction, pangenome
analysis, determination of the effective population size, transmission mapping, identification of recombination hotspots, and genome-wide association studies
(GWAS). Circular genome image adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd (Parkhill et al., 2001); world map via Wikimedia Commons.
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around 450 years ago (Zhou et al., 2014). However, phylogenetic

interrogation of the population yielded little evidence of the

emergence of a dominant MDR lineage, such as H58, within

S. Paratyphi A. Indeed, MDR appears to be sporadic across

the serovar, although it is often associated with the same IncHI1

plasmid type that is linked to MDR in S. Typhi, suggesting ge-

netic exchange is occurring between the two serovars (Phan

et al., 2009). Interestingly, comparative analysis of the genomes

of S. Paratyphi A and S. Typhi indicates that approximately a

quarter of their genomes may have originated from a common

ancestor (Didelot et al., 2007). This is likely significant as proteins

such as typhoid toxin are encoded on this shared region (Hagh-

joo and Galán, 2004). Analysis of the S. Paratyphi A genomes

using different evolutionary models suggests some genes are

under Darwinian selection but that most genetic changes are

transient or offer a shorter-term advantage for the pathogen

(Zhou et al., 2014). Thus, S. Paratyphi A may be persisting in

the human population without significantly adapting virulence

over a longer time period.

In contrast to S. Typhi and S. Paratyphi A, isolates of serovar

S. Typhimurium are regarded as exhibiting more genotypic and

phenotypic diversity. Nevertheless, recent analysis has identi-

fied distinct phylogenetic lineages of S. Typhimurium that

exhibit geographical restriction, host restriction, or host adap-

tation. In the past two decades, certain S. enterica lineages,
in particular isolates of S. Typhimurium and S. Enteritidis,

have emerged as a major cause of invasive bacterial disease

in sub-Saharan Africa, with multiple reports from many coun-

tries (Feasey et al., 2012; Kariuki et al., 2006). Since S. Typhi-

murium and S. Enteritidis are classically associated with

self-limiting gastroenteritis, these data were significant. WGS

and phylogenetic analysis identified two related lineages of

a then relatively novel ST313 S. Typhimurium, not common

outside of Africa, that were responsible for waves of disease

across sub-Sahara (Kingsley et al., 2009; Okoro et al., 2012).

The arrival of ST313 in a particular geographical region was

associated temporally with the previous spread of HIV to the

same region, linking the two diseases. Both ST313 lineages

are MDR, but one wave is associated with resistance to

chloramphenicol, a clinical drug of choice when the clade

was spreading. Genome analysis of ST313 isolates provided

evidence of partial genome degradation, and many genes

degraded in ST313 are also degraded in S. Typhi and

S. Paratyphi A, a finding that may support some degree of

human adaptation. However, although ST313 was dominant

in different parts of the region at different times, the ability of

other S. enterica to cause invasive disease in the same popu-

lations indicates host factors, such as malnutrition and HIV and

malaria infections, are likely the dominant drivers of suscepti-

bility, not bacterial genotype.
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Lessons in Host Adaptation from Comparative
Genomics
Host adaptation or restriction is a classical phenotype of many

human and animal pathogens. Host restriction is often accom-

panied by a niche change where the focus of infection moves

from one tissue, e.g., the intestine, to another systemic tissue,

such as the reticuloendothelial system. Host-restricted/adapted

monophyletic clones can originate from within broad, generally

promiscuous species or families. S. Typhi and S. Paratyphi A

are examples of such clones. However, there are many others,

including Mycobacterium leprae, an ancient clone originating

from within the Mycobacterium (Singh et al., 2015); Bordetella

pertussis, originating from within Bordetella bronchiseptica

(Parkhill et al., 2003); and Yersinia pestis, originating from within

Yersinia pseudotuberculosis (Achtman et al., 1999). The origins

of these monophyletic clones can be traced phylogenetically,

with clear evidence for gene acquisition and loss throughout

the evolution of the clades.

Gene acquisition can be pivotal in defining the pathogenic

potential of the host-adapted clade. Examples include the acqui-

sition of the virulence-associated Vi capsule and typhoidal toxin

by S. Typhi. However, dramatic gene loss in the form of gene

inactivation or pseudogene formation is now regarded as a clas-

sical signature of adaptation. Host- or niche-adapted pathogens

such as Y. pestis, M. leprae, B. pertussis, Shigella, and S. Typhi

all display wide-scale gene disruption that can involve hundreds

of genes. Phylogenetic analysis indicates that gene loss is often

ongoing in these populations, generating distinct lineages with

different pseudogene composition. Particular classes of genes

are often statistically more likely to be inactivated, such as genes

associated with intestinal colonization and persistence in the

case of host-adapted enteric bacteria. Three anaerobic meta-

bolism pathways linked to cobalamin biosynthesis, tetrathionate

respiration, and 1,2-propanediol metabolism are degraded in

host-restricted Salmonella and Y. pestis. These pathways are

known to confer a competitive advantage in the inflamed gut

over commensal bacteria. Outside of the gut, these pathways

are dispensable, and their loss indicates metabolic streamlining

representative of niche restriction (Dougan and Baker, 2014;

Winter et al., 2010). Interestingly, multiple genes classically asso-

ciated with virulence can be inactivated, for example the type III

secretion system effectors SseJ and SopA in S. Typhi. Although

the inactivation of virulence-associated genes in a pathogenmay

appear counter-intuitive, such genes may normally contribute to

survival in a broader range of hosts or in tissue systems that do

not favor survival within the targeted host. Thus, specialization

may favor targeted survival through refined pathogenesis.

Y. pestis exhibits aspects of niche change, although it infects a

range of hosts including fleas, rodents, and humans. A compre-

hensive study using whole-genome sequences for multiple

Yersinia species revealed that Y. enterocolitica and Y. pseudotu-

berculosis acquired two key virulence determinants, the ail

attachment and invasion locus and a type III secretion system

encoded on the pYV plasmid in independent events (McNally

et al., 2016; Reuter et al., 2014). Subsequently, Y. pestis

emerged from the Y. pseudotuberculosis lineage. Comparison

of the genomes of Y. pestis and other Yersinia revealed that

the emergence of Y. pestis had involved gene acquisition as

well as gene degradation (Chain et al., 2004). Approximately
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10% of the Y. pestis genome is functionally inactivated by ISI in-

sertions, gene deletions, and SNP-based gene disruptions. Like

S. Typhi, many genes in the metabolic pathways mentioned

above are impaired, reflecting the shift from the human gut to

the lymphatic system as the primary site of residence. Additional

gene loss events facilitate the insect stage of the life cycle,

including SNPs in transcription factors that promote biofilm for-

mation in the flea foregut and SNPs that reversibly inactivate a

gene that produces an insect toxin.

The genomes of the human-restricted Shigella genus also

harbor many more pseudogenes compared to their ancestor,

Escherichia coli. These pseudogenes have impacted character-

istics such as flagellin biosynthesis, phagosomal escape, and

resistance to oxidative stress (Jin et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2003).

A founding event of Shigella speciation was the acquisition of

a Shigella virulence plasmid (The et al., 2016). However, the

plasmid is variable and mosaic and appears to have been trans-

mitted into E. coli of different backgrounds on different occa-

sions, resulting in four phylogenetically distinct Shigella species

(Yang et al., 2005). In addition to the acquisition of genes on

the plasmid, Shigella species also harbor novel pathogenicity

islands, likely acquired by horizontal gene transfer events, which

encode toxins and other virulence-associated factors. Notably,

S. dysenteriae I acquired the Stx Shiga toxin via a prophage.

Similar phages have shaped the evolution of Enterohemorrhagic

E. coli such as E. coli O157. Thus, a combination of gene acqui-

sition and convergent genome degradation shaped the evolution

of Shigella (Feng et al., 2011).

Emergence of Dominant Antibiotic-Resistant Clades
Arguably, the most significant phenotypic change in bacteria

over the past 50 years has been the emergence of MDR, which

has been relentless, often appearing relatively quickly after the

introduction of a new antibiotic. Resistance determinants are

often encoded on highly mobile DNA elements such as transpo-

sons and plasmids, and elements such as integrons have

evolved that can capture resistance determinants and build mul-

tiple resistance loci (Phan et al., 2009). The level of resistance in

clinically important bacteria has recently led to calls for new

approaches to be taken for both the use and development of an-

tibiotics (Årdal et al., 2016; Stanton, 2013). The appearance of

multiple MDR in a particular microbial species or in a geograph-

ical location can appear to be random and spontaneous. How-

ever, phylogenetic analysis of microbial populations can be

used to develop an understanding of how the MDR phenotype

is evolving and spreading.

As discussed above, early phylogenetic analysis identified the

S. Typhi haplotype H58, which appeared to be expanding in

comparison to other lineages, a finding confirmed by a recent

comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of �2,000 global S. Typhi

(Wong et al., 2015) (Figure 2A). Over 800 isolates within the study

were H58, and many of these had been isolated within the past

two decades. Although the MDR phenotype emerged elsewhere

in the S. Typhi tree, there was no evidence that these lineages

were spreading beyond relatively restricted geographical re-

gions. In contrast, the H58 lineage has spread widely within

Asia and has entered Africa on at least three separate occasions,

subsequently spreading widely within East and Southern Africa

(Figure 2B). Thus, MDRwithin S. Typhi is being driven by a single



Figure 2. Phylogenetic and Geographical Mapping of Dominant Lineages Associated with MDR
(A) A global collection of S. Typhi isolates shows that H58 has become the dominant lineage. Outer-circle colors represent regions within continents (Wong et al.,
2015; reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Genetics, copyright 2015).
(B) Inter-region transfers were inferred from metadata combined with maximum-likelihood phylogeny and suggest that South Asia was an early hub for H58
(Wong et al., 2015).
(C) A global collection of M. tuberculosis isolates shows that the Beijing sub-lineage has become a dominant family (Coll et al., 2014).
(D) Circle size indicates percentage of tuberculosis cases due to Beijing sub-lineage, and red color indicates associated drug resistance (European Concerted
Action, 2006).
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lineage rather than emerging across the tree. Interestingly, the

�800 H58 isolates are separated from the nearest neighboring

non-H58 cluster by only 151 SNPs, and the individual H58 iso-

lates differed from each other by a median of just six SNPs, indi-

cating rapid expansion of a genetically clonal population. Further

analysis of MDR within H58 indicated that integrons are driving

the MDR phenotype and that these are able to move from the

classical IncHI1 plasmids normally associated with S. Typhi

onto the chromosome. Fluoroquinolones have been the antibi-
otic of choice for S. Typhi in many areas over the past two

decades, and resistance has emerged within H58 through muta-

tions in gyrA and gyrB, targets for this class of antibiotic, and

parA, which is involved in transport (Chau et al., 2007; Holt

et al., 2012). Highly quinolone-resistant lineages of H58 S. Typhi

have now emerged in India and Nepal that are compromising

treatment and recovery (Pham Thanh et al., 2016).

MDRwas also associated with the emergence of the ST313 S.

Typhimurium that spread across sub-Saharan Africa following
Cell Host & Microbe 19, May 11, 2016 603
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the HIV epidemic. In these cases, the MDR was encoded by in-

tegrons on the so-called virulence-associated plasmid (Kingsley

et al., 2009). This virulence plasmid encodes the spv operon that

plays a key role in the systemic persistence of S. Typhimurium in

experimental animals. The co-location of MDR and virulence

determinants on the same replicon is particularly concerning

asMDR could be potentially be indirectly selected for by the viru-

lence phenotype and vice versa.

MDR tuberculosis has reached epidemic levels in South Africa

and parts of Eurasia, and phylogenetic analysis is being used to

gain insight into this phenomenon. The dominant phylogenetic

lineage that harbors MDR isolates in Eurasia belongs to the so-

called Beijing sub-lineage, which can be divided into seven

clonal complexes (Coll et al., 2014; European Concerted Action,

2006) (Figures 2C and 2D). The Beijing lineage emerged between

6,600 and 8,000 years ago (Comas et al., 2013; Merker et al.,

2015) during the introduction of farming in Asia (European

Concerted Action, 2006). Sharp population growth of the Beijing

sub-lineage occurred at key periods in recent history, e.g., dur-

ing the industrial revolution and the First World War (Merker

et al., 2015). Interestingly, this analysis did not identify any

obvious decrease in the population size of the Beijing lineage

corresponding to the introduction of the BCG vaccine, but did

see a reduction coinciding to thewidespread usage of antibiotics

in the 1960s. However, there has been a recent increase in pop-

ulation size, which is thought to reflect a combination of the rise

in antibiotic-resistant tuberculosis, the HIV epidemic, and the

collapse of the Soviet Union health system. It is important to

note that the two clonal complexes associated with MDR have

been expanding over thousands of years, but these have only

started spreading epidemically in the last few decades. It has

been proposed that the Beijing lineage has an increased capac-

ity to acquire drug resistance determinants or compensatory

mutations to mitigate the reduced fitness linked to resistance,

which could have led to its emergence as a dominant MDR line-

age (Casali et al., 2014; Ford et al., 2013).

Phylogenetic analysis has shown that the seventh cholera

pandemic, caused by Vibrio cholerae El Tor, can be mapped

back to a common ancestor that emerged some 60 years

ago (Chun et al., 2009; Spagnoletti et al., 2014; Orata et al.,

2014). These V. cholerae include both O1 and O139 serotypes,

are monophyletic, and have acquired the so-called pandemic

genomic islands I or II, which may enhance intestinal coloniza-

tion (Davies et al., 2012; Dziejman et al., 2002). Isolates within

this lineage can be phylogenetically mapped back to waves

of cholera that have spread from the Bay of Bengal, a region

that thus serves as a reservoir (Mutreja et al., 2011). Interest-

ingly, most recent isolates map into wave three, and these pre-

dominantly harbor the SXT/R391 integrative and conjugative

element associated with MDR (Didelot et al., 2015; Dutilh

et al., 2014; Eppinger et al., 2014; Marin et al., 2014; Spagno-

letti et al., 2014). These SXT elements appear to have moved

into V. cholerae on multiple occasions, indicating resistance

as a driver of the disease. Importantly, antibiotics are not usu-

ally used to treat cholera so this selection is likely indirect,

perhaps through exposure to environmental antibiotics rather

than through targeted treatment. Hence the MDR phenotype

is likely facilitating the persistence of V. cholerae rather than

evasion of therapy.
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Clostridium difficile has emerged in the past 40 years as a

serious problem in patients entering the heathcare systems

of multiple countries (Didelot et al., 2012; Eyre et al., 2013).

C. difficile can cause serious intestinal infections following

prior treatment with antibiotics, and relapse of the disease is

common. C. difficile isolates are often MDR and can persist as

spores within the intestine and the environment, compounding

the threat. Unlike MDR S. Typhi and V. cholerae, multiple

C. difficile lineages have recently emerged with the potential to

cause disease and resist treatment. Evidence is accumulating

that C. difficile can move relatively readily between humans

and animals without displaying obvious signatures of host adap-

tation. Nevertheless, different lineages of C. difficile may have

different pathogenic potential. For example, isolates of lineage

027/B1 are more pathogenic for the mouse than other lineages,

such as 017, and furthermore, 027 isolates are highly transmis-

sible in comparison to many other lineages (Lawley et al.,

2012). Phylogeographical analysis of C. difficile 027 indicates

at least two major introductions into the human population,

both in North America (He et al., 2013). These introductions

were followed by a dramatic global spread of each lineage that

can be traced through phylogenetic analysis across continents.

Interestingly, the expansion of each of these lineages can be

linked to the introduction of mutationsmediating fluoroquinolone

resistance in the early expansion phase, indicating antibiotic use

as a key driver of spread.

Evidence for Co-transmission with Human Migration
The global distribution of different bacterial lineages can theo-

retically be mapped from the location of origin through paths of

subsequent dissemination. As we begin to understand more

about the evolution and migration of modern humans, the origin

of particular diseases can potentially be mapped onto these

data. Historically, human movement was much more limited,

and thus early pathogen spread may be reflected in major mi-

grations. Helicobacter pylori is a Gram-negative bacterium that

infects the stomachs of �50% of the human population and is a

risk factor for gastric cancer (Cover, 2016). Given that H. pylori

tends to be transmitted within families and has high sequence

diversity that is primarily due to recombination, it is has been

used as a tool to trace human migration. The first human acqui-

sition of H. pylori is predicted to have occurred 100,000 years

ago, predating the first migration of humans out of Africa

(Moodley et al., 2012). Based on MLST analysis of H. pylori iso-

lates across different continents, six ancestral sources were

identified that potentially gave rise to modern populations (Fa-

lush et al., 2003; Linz et al., 2007). Remarkably, human mtDNA

haplotype distributions are generally replicated by the phylo-

geographical distribution of H. pylori, indicating an ancient

relationship between pathogen and host (Moodley et al.,

2012). The European subpopulation resulted from admixture

between Asian and African H. pylori and thus indicates two

migrations of humans and H. pylori out of Africa (Moodley

et al., 2012). The timing of the second migration is unclear in

light of the recent sequencing of H. pylori from a 5,300-year-

old European glacier ‘‘Iceman,’’ with a genome almost purely

derived from a H. pylori of predicted Asian origin (Maixner

et al., 2016), although it is impossible to make generalizations

with a single historical specimen.
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Further phylogenetic studies suggest that H. pylori followed

two prehistoric human migrations in the Pacific, one of which

reached New Guinea and Australia and a second more recent

wave that moved via Taiwan to Melanesia and the Polynesian

Islands (Moodley et al., 2009). These H. pylori populations

have remained isolated and show founder effects from repeated

bottlenecks associated with island hopping. Another study sug-

gested that the Amerind H. pylori sub-population present in the

Americas came from an Asian source involving humans that

crossed the Bering Strait and spread across the continent

(Moodley et al., 2012). Modern migration is also evident in the

distribution of H. pylori in the Americas, with African ancestry

brought in by the slave trade displacing the Amerind H. pylori

subpopulation. Interestingly, there is evidence that the longer-

term co-existence of H. pylori and human sub-populations has

driven co-evolution, leading to modulation of disease. For

instance, cross-mixing (that is, Amerindian human hosts infected

with African H. pylori) may be linked to an increased risk of

gastric disease (Kodaman et al., 2014).

The spread of M. tuberculosis has also been linked to ancient

human migration patterns. Like H. pylori, M. tuberculosis likely

originated as a human pathogen in Africa prior to the out-of-

Africa migration. Coalescent analyses place the emergence of

M. tuberculosis at 70,000 years ago (Comas et al., 2013). Two lin-

eages remained in Africa while another lineage followed the out-

of-Africa migration and then branched into five lineages that

spread to the rest of the world and subsequently back into Africa

(Hershberg et al., 2008). Again, the mtDNA and M. tuberculosis

phylogenies align with each other and show deeply branched

lineages corresponding to the African source population in

each tree (macrohaplogroup L3 in the mtDNA data and African

lineages 5 and 6 in the M. tuberculosis data) (Comas et al.,

2013). Furthermore, the prevalence of mtDNA haplogroups is

statistically linked to specific M. tuberculosis lineages in the

same country. In contrast to H. pylori, which is transmitted verti-

cally through prolonged contact in families, M. tuberculosis is

transmitted horizontally among populations via aerosol routes.

Thus, changes in human population structure and societal orga-

nization will potentially impact the ability of M. tuberculosis to

transmit. The advent of farming in the Neolithic Demographic

Transition led to settlements with increased population densities

compared to hunter-gatherer communities. Indeed, Bayesian

analysis shows an expansion of M. tuberculosis population

size 10,000 years ago, accompanying the advent of farming (Co-

mas et al., 2013), and the modern lineages that expanded during

this time may be better adapted as ‘‘crowd diseases’’ (Comas

et al., 2013). Ancient lineages had to survive in dispersed host

communities, so longer latency periods and moderated viru-

lence were likely advantageous to prevent killing or dis-

advantaging the entire host community—a likely dead end for

the pathogen (Gagneux, 2012). Modern lineages can exhibit

increased host virulence (Reiling et al., 2013), which can be toler-

ated in areas of higher host density that are not a limiting factor

for pathogen persistence.

Recombination Hotspots Define Regions under
Diversifying Selection
Recombination in bacteria proceeds via the introduction of ge-

netic material through mechanisms such as transduction, conju-
gation, or transformation. Some bacterial species, such as

H. pylori, recombine quite readily and frequently, whereas rela-

tively low rates of recombination are reported for other species,

such asM. tuberculosis. Recombination can lead to the simulta-

neous transfer of multiple SNPs en bloc from the donor to the

recipient. The mixture of vertically acquired point mutations

and horizontally acquired regions can confound phylogenetic

reconstruction. Thus, homoplasies associated with recombina-

tion should be identified and taken into account when building

trees and to correctly calculate themutation rate in highly recom-

binogenic bacteria. Diversification in the face of selective pres-

sures leads to a selective sweep in which the fittest isolates

survive. Several recent studies have highlighted how the iden-

tification of recombination hotspots can be used to under-

stand immune-evasion strategies and acquisition of an MDR

phenotype.

Streptococcus pneumoniae is a highly recombinogenic hu-

man respiratory pathogen. Sequencing a global collection of

isolates from the PMEN1 MDR lineage identified recombination

hotspots at genes encoding immunogenic surface proteins

(pspA, pspC, psrP) and the capsule biosynthesis (cps) locus

(Croucher et al., 2011). These loci appear to be under diversifying

selection and likely facilitate evasion of the human antibody-

mediated immune response. Antigenic variation can also help

a bacterial population adapt to selective pressures driven by

vaccination. Capsular polysaccharide conjugate vaccines have

been introduced for the pneumococci in several countries, but

these only provide protection to a subset of the circulating

serotypes that are targeted by the vaccine. Following vaccina-

tion, the targeted serotypes are reduced or even eliminated,

but since the capsule biosynthesis locus is a recombination

hotspot, an existing sub-population within the lineage with a

different capsule type can expand in its place (Brueggemann

et al., 2007; Croucher et al., 2013a; Roca et al., 2015). A study

of S. pneumoniae in a Thai refugee camp documented how

recombination can also be important following clinical antimi-

crobial interventions (Chewapreecha et al., 2014a). The seven

major pneumococcal lineages circulating in the camp exhibited

different rates of recombination, and yet they shared many of

the same hotspots. In addition to two hotspots found in the

PMEN1 lineage, 4 of the 6 hotspots of recombination in the

Thai isolates were genes associated with antibiotic resistance.

These genes encoded either penicillin-binding proteins (en-

coded by phb1a, pbp2b, and pbp2x) that confer b-lactam resis-

tance or a dihydrofolate reductase (folA) that confers resistance

to cotrimoxazole.

Another case of clonal replacement has been described for

Neisseria meningitidis in the so-called meningitis belt of Africa.

Here, the likely selective pressure may be natural herd immunity.

N. meningitidis causes periodic epidemics that coincide with the

dry season in this region. A single serotype of N. meningitidis is

frequently responsible for several seasonal epidemics in a row

before being replaced by another dominant serotype. Although

herd immunity was believed to be a driving force for clonal

replacement, until recently it was unclear what the herd immunity

was targeting in the pathogen. Phylogenetic analysis identified

recombination hotspots in different N. meningitidis from this

region that harbored genes encoding several noncapsular cell-

surface components such as the pilin glycosylation locus (pgl),
Cell Host & Microbe 19, May 11, 2016 605
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adhesions (mafA and mafB), and a type IV pilus-regulating (pilU)

locus (Lamelas et al., 2014).

In these two examples, genes encoding surface-related struc-

tures were found to be encoded on recombination hotspots. In

fact, this is a common theme that has been established in a study

that compared recombination in ten different bacterial species

(Yahara et al., 2016). Hotspots were found in all ten bacterial spe-

cies, although the number and the length of the hotspots varied

from species to species. The genes that were found in hotspots

belonged to categories ‘‘surface structures,’’ ‘‘membranes, lipo-

proteins, and porins,’’ and ‘‘cell envelope.’’ In contrast, house-

keeping genes such as those encoding ribosomal proteins are

generally ‘‘cold’’ and have low nucleotide diversity. The rule of

thumb seems to be that genes encoding surface structures

show diversifying selection. An interesting exception to the rule

is found in M. tuberculosis. The nucleotide diversity was calcu-

lated for experimentally verified T cell epitopes and was found

to be lower than housekeeping genes (Comas et al., 2010).

This was repeated in a larger strain collection and with an

expanded list of predicted epitopes (Coscolla et al., 2015). The

hyperconservation of the majority of T cell epitopes may indicate

that it is actually advantageous for M. tuberculosis to be recog-

nized by the host immune system. Indeed, T cell immunity medi-

ates latency and contributes to the formation of lung cavities that

promote aerosol transmission. Thus, by looking for both the

presence and absence of antigenic variation at a whole-genome

level, we can learn about how both the evasion and triggering of

host immunity can be beneficial to different bacteria.

Genome-wide Association Studies
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used in

human genetics to identify causative SNPs for various traits,

and similar methods are being developed for bacteria (Chen

and Shapiro, 2015; Falush and Bowden, 2006; Read and Mas-

sey, 2014). GWAS can be used to detect changes in the acces-

sory genome, SNPs, and small indels that are responsible for a

change in phenotype. A key advantage of GWAS is that they

are unbiased and can be used to study a wide range of pheno-

typic differences. A clear measurable phenotype, adequate

sample size, and correction for population structure must be

considered when designing a GWAS study. Bacterial GWAS

have been used to identify factors important for host range

(Sheppard et al., 2013), virulence (Laabei et al., 2014, 2015),

and antibiotic resistance (Alam et al., 2014; Chewapreecha

et al., 2014b; Farhat et al., 2013; Salipante et al., 2015; Earle

et al., 2016). Study sample sizes ranged from as few as 29

genomes to over 3,000. Antibiotic resistance is amenable to

GWAS because it is relatively straightforward to assign a pheno-

type based on accepted clinical break points. While the identifi-

cation of recombination hotspots proved very informative in the

study of pneumococci in the Thai refugee camp, a follow-up

GWAS was required to pinpoint the causal variants (Chewapree-

cha et al., 2014b). Since recombination delivers several SNPs at

once, it is difficult to distinguish the functionally important SNPs

from ‘‘hitchhikers’’ unless you have a large diverse sample set to

break up the linkage disequilibrium.

One ‘‘holy grail’’ in infectious disease research is identifying

the determinants of disease manifestation in humans. What ac-

counts for differences in disease severity? Will infection result
606 Cell Host & Microbe 19, May 11, 2016
in carriage or acute disease? This has been a difficult question

to address, given that bacterial genetics, host microbiota, and

host genetics likely all influence infection outcome. Several

GWAS have focused on human genetic markers affecting sus-

ceptibility to bacterial infection (Chapman and Hill, 2012; Ko

and Urban, 2013). Future GWAS studies incorporating genomic

sequence data from both the host and pathogen will likely give a

more complete picture of the interplay of the various factors.

Within-Host Evolution
WGS has enabled studies on evolution in bacterial populations

derived from the same host over the course of a single infection.

Depending on the mutation rate and the length of infection, the

number of SNPs within such populations may be comparatively

small. Thus, many within-host studies have involved long-term

infections, including M. tuberculosis or chronic lung infections

in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients (Didelot et al., 2016). Some of

the genetic evolution that has been documented has been

related to the development of antimicrobial resistance and/or

host adaptation. It has been possible to catalog the evolution

of extensively drug-resistant (XDR) M. tuberculosis in just 3.5

years in a single patient (Eldholm et al., 2014). The authors

were able to correlate the timeline of different clinical interven-

tions with the acquisitions of known SNPs conferring resistance

to the antibiotics being administered. In some cases multiple

resistance-conferring SNPs are observed early after a new

drug regiment is begun, and then one of the SNPs is fixed in

the population, reflecting the rapid expansion and collapse of

different clones evolving in parallel. A retrospective study of a

Burkholderia dolosa epidemic in CF patients identified a number

of genes with multiple mutations, which was statistically unex-

pected (Lieberman et al., 2011). The genes that were preferen-

tially disrupted fell into similar categories in the different hosts,

inferring convergent evolution to a host-adapted phenotype.

These genes belonged to categories involved with host-path-

ogen interactions, such as membrane synthesis, secretion, and

antibiotic resistance. A longitudinal study of P. aeruginosa from

several different CF patients infected with strains from different

lineages showed convergent evolution in a common group of

52 genes (Marvig et al., 2015). Again the genes were enhanced

for extracellular virulence factors and antibiotic resistance genes

as well as transcription factors. Interestingly, a set of transcrip-

tion factors acquired mutations in a shared ordered succession,

whereby the upstream regulators were mutated before down-

stream regulators in the same regulatory network. Another study

onP. aeruginosa in a single patient over 32 years showed that the

original infecting strain simultaneously evolved into several

distinct sub-lineages that were spatially separated in different

parts of the lung (Markussen et al., 2014). Another unusual

case involved a chronic bacteremic infection of hypermutating

S. Enteritidis in an immunocompromised patient with an IL-12 re-

ceptor deficiency (Klemm et al., 2016). S. Enteritidis is normally

associated with self-limiting gastroenteritis that is resolved in

a short time, but in this patient the infection went systemic

and lasted 16 years. The S. Enteritidis had a hypermutating

phenotype due to an impaired mismatch repair system, and

WGS analysis showed that the founding S. Enteritidis developed

different lineages harboring a large number of distinct pseudo-

gene sets. The level and pattern of genome degradationmirrored
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aspects of the host adaptation signature of S. Typhi, including

degradation of genes encoding adhesins, anaerobic metabolism

pathways, and virulence factors.

Future Directions
Although the field of microbial phylogenomics is relatively

young, it is clear that it has the potential to add a new dimen-

sion to support work on host-pathogen interactions. By exam-

ining the detailed genetic structure of pathogen populations, it

is possible to identify regions of the genome that are under

selection or are driving evolutionary change. Clearly antibiotic

usage is driving rapid evolution, almost at an unprecedented

level, and we will need to search beyond simple resistance de-

terminants to understand why some lineages are successful.

One of the challenges will be to link genotype to phenotype,

and we may need to consider specific mutations in the context

of the whole bacterial genotype, perhaps by combining GWAS

with more gene-targeted analysis. Also, our ability to measure

fitness and competitiveness in real settings outside of labora-

tory presents challenges. Nevertheless, as more data accumu-

late through studies in different settings driven by public

health-related investigations, further opportunities for analysis

will likely emerge.
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